
Imabari City Iwata Ken Museum 
for Mothers and Children

● If you visit here,…
・The 3rd exhibition room is excellent！
・Each room is large enough to feel comfortable.

●If you visit here,…
・You will feel free as a bird because the space

is simple and has no ceiling, ！
・The statues wear the author’s warm feelings.

You can see how 
he was writing his 
masterpieces.

Add：7505, Inokuchi Kamiura Town
☎ ：0897-87-4288
Open：9:00～17:00
Off：Mondays, December 29～January 2
￥ ：520 yen (Students  260yen)

(Group : 20 persons~, Seniors … 20%Off）
※High School Students, Handicapped People 

and her/his caregiver(1 person) … Free each

A Curator
Ms. Yamada Aki

You can sit and easily 
appreciate each work.
Seen from the same 
standpoint, the works 
look as if children were 
playing.

Add：2362-3, Urado Omishima
☎ ：0897-83-0380
Open：9:00～17:00
Off：Mondays, December 27～31

￥ ：310 yen ( Students  160yen)
(Group : 20 persons~20% Off）

● If you visit here,…
・The marine view from the terrace is terrific.
・Not only the works but also the landscape is fantastic！

●If you visit here,…
・Spacy rooms feel easy to stay in.
・There are benches, and you can take your time！

It commands a fine 
view of the sea and 
trees.  The landscape 
looks different each 
season.

You can always see 
his works, which are 
regularly replaced.

Enjoy yourself here

The Terrace

Tokoro Museum
Omishima

Omishima Art Museum

View from the “Terrace”

A Museum for 
Contemporary Japanese Arts

・Tabuchi Toshio Memorial Exhibition Hall 

・Exhibits are replaced every 3 or 4 months in 
the other two rooms.

・Events and workshops are held in the 
exchange room.

A contemporary Art Museum that 
Shows Various Artists' Works

・You can enjoy both art and nature.

・Corridors are outdoors！

※ in the web page!

Add ：9099-1, Miyaura Omishima
☎ ：0897-82-1234
Open：9:00～17:00
Off：Mondays, December 27～31
￥ ：520 yen ( Students  260yen)

(Group : 20 persons~20% Off）

Add ：5208-2, Munakata Omishima
☎ ：0897-83-0383           Open：9:00～17:00
Off：Mondays, December 27～31
￥ ：310 yen ( Students  160yen)

(Group : 20 persons~, 65 years or older   
… 20% Off each）

※High School Students, Handicapped People 
and her/his caregiver(1 person) … Free each

Enjoy yourself here

・You will feel as if children were 
running around this museum.

・You can learn how important  
life is from each work.

・All the 44 works are outdoors！

A Museum where You Can Feel Mr. 
Iwata′s Tenderness from Works The works are closely linked with the 

theme “Mothers and Children.”
I would like you to feel the sounds of 
nature.

Murakami Santo 
Memorial Hall

1st Exhibition：Murakami Santo’s Collections
（ink, ink stones, paper, brushes）

2nd Exhibition : Works of calligraphers in the 
Showa era

Santo’s Studio
His studio in Osaka

has been reproduced.

Information

Information

Enjoy yourself here

3 rooms show elaborate exhibitions.

A Curator
Mr. Okazaki Toshifumi

A curator
Ms. Inaba Chiyo, 

Tabuchi Toshio Memorial 
Exhibition Hall

Enjoy yourself here

This museum is easy to enter.  
Please come here to kill time！
You will find your favorite works.

Please do come every season!

Wide Benches

Information

This is the museum of calligraphy.
Calligraphy seems difficult, but 
every visitor is welcome!


